11. **suburbs**: a residential district on the outskirts of the city or town.

12. **terraced houses**: a row of houses, usually identical and having common dividing walls, or the street onto which they face.

The expected result could be the following (you can read it out loud as an example)

"Here's the detached house which my grandparents inherited, with a garden of French lavender surrounded by rosemary bushes. The dwelling that smelled of Marseille soap and clean linen, where we used to host barbecues in summer and anyone could join us at the porch each night and teased our dog Kina to fetch a tennis ball. The place where my parents raised both of us and took care of horses, hens and gooses while they collected the honey from the hives protected by hard-working bees. The kitchen where I learnt to read thanks to Tintin comic books and listened to Dire Straits albums. The bedroom that I had to leave when we moved to the big city, the winter I began calling a different address home, instead of that easy flower name that indicates the way to our house."

---
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